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The static magnetic properties of the tetragonal rare earth compounds TmPO, and HoVO, have
been investigated in magnetic fields up to 65 kOe and at temperatures from 2 to 50 K, and also in
magnetic fields up to 180 kOe at 4.2 K. At low temperatures T < 10 K and magnetic fields H < 10
kOe oriented perpendicular to the [Wl] axis the compounds exhibit the properties of a Van Vleck
paramagnet. T h e d ( H ) dependence is linear and independent of the temperature. On increasing
the magnetic field to H > 10 kOe, the k ( H) dependence becomes nonlinear in field and depends
on the direction of H in the [001] plane; the dependences are different for TmPO, and HoVO,.
The magnetic m o m e n t s k ( H ) for TmP0, in high magnetic fields are different when the field is
oriented along the [lW] binary axis or along the [I101 binary axis. This difference may be due to
effective interaction between the Tm3+ ions caused by Jahn-Teller interaction between these ions
and the lattice distortions ofthe B,, symmetry crystal. The observed difference between t h e k ( H )
dependences for H11[100] and HII[110] and their nonlinearity for HoVO, can be explained by the
occurrence of a nonlinear dependence of the Van Vleck magnetic moment in high magnetic fields.
PACS numbers: 75.20.Ck
INTRODUCTION

The compounds TmPO, and HoVO, belong to a large
and interesting group of RXO, rare earth compounds with
D,, l9 tetragonal symmetry which have been intensely studied (where R = Tb3+,Tm3+,Ho3+....and X = P, As, V).I4
A Jahn-Teller transition is observed in many of these compounds on lowering the temperature, accompanied by a reduction in crystal symmetry from tetragonal to orthohombic. The position of the energy levels of the rare earth ions in
many of these compounds has been determined, both in the
high-temperature and low-temperature phases, by electron
paramagnetic resonance (EPR)studies and by investigation
of their optical properties.'-'
The exchange of virtual phonons between electrons of
different centers of Jahn-Teller crystals and the electrondeformation interaction lead to an effective inter-site interaction, producing structural phase transitions in these systems. In cases when the electronic ground state of the
Jahn-Teller ion is degenerate and the vibronic coupling constant' is different from zero, the structural phase transition
necessarily occurs when a sufficiently low temperature has
been reached. The crystal TmVO, is an example of such a
system.' If the electronic ground state is not degenerate, interaction between sites can either arise as a result of vibronic
mixing2 of the ground state with an excited state which is
also orbitally non-degenerate as, for example, in DyVO,,, or
from the Jahn-Teller effect on a low lying excited level (the
case of TbVO,,'.' where the Jahn-Teller interaction occurs
for an excited doublet and there is also mixing of the groundstate singlet with the excited state). In the latter two situations, structural phase transitions only arise for sufficiently
strong inter-site interaction. The Jahn-Teller phase transi408
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tion in DyVO,, for example, occurs for A > E, where A is the
Jahn-Teller molecular field parameter responsible for the
phase transition, and E is the magnitude of the level splitting
in the disordered phase and occurs in TbVO, at A > 1.2. If
these conditions are not satisfied structural phase transitions
do not occur, but the correlations of local Jahn-Teller distortions do, however, appreciably influence the crystal properties.
The crystal TmPO,, in which a strong dip (not to zero)
in the temperature dependence of the elastic modulus C , is
found at T = 20 K on the basis of ultrasonic measurements,,
must also be included among such crystals. As was shown,,
this softening is due to the correlation of Jahn-Teller local
deformations, produced by electron-phonon coupling and
homogeneous deformation of the crystal of B,, symmetry.
The magnitude of this vibronic coupling is insufficient to
produce a ferro-distortive phase transition but nevertheless
the intercenter interaction constant, as found earlier4 and as
will be shown later, is rather large. The correlations are consequently important not only for the acoustic but also for all
other properties of TmPO,. We should note that the arrangement of energy levels of the Tm3+ and Ho3+ ions in
these compounds is similar to the arrangement for Tb3+ in
the TbVO, compound, which has been well studied by the
optical method,' and for which a cooperative Jahn-Teller
transition is observed at T < T, = (34 f 1)K. Mehran et
al.' attribute the dependence of EPR line width on temperature, observed in studying the EPR spectra of CD3+ ions in
TmPO,, to B2, dynamic Jahn-Teller distortions that produce a local orthorhombic environment for the rare earth
ion. There has recently been great interest in studying these
compounds under the action of external fields, magnetic or
pre~sure.'.~.'It is interesting to study the static magnetic
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properties of TmPO, in a magnetic field oriented along different crystal directions coinciding with the possible [I001or
[I101 distortion axes. We found earlier7 an anomalous dependence, in fields greater than 30 kOe, of the anisotropy of
the magnetic properties of TmPO, on the applied magnetic
field on orienting H along the [100] and [I101axes. The magnetic properties of HoVO, have been studied by NMR.8 The
aim of the present work was to study the magnetic field dependences of the magnetic moment of TmPO, and HoVO,
single-crystals for different orientations of H relative to the
crystallographic axes, at various temperatures, and to compare the magnetic properties of TmPO, and HoVO,.
The TmPO, and HoVO, single-crystals were grown in
the Silicate Institute of the Academy of Sciences of the
USSR," contained Cd3+ and Eu3+ impurity in the starting
materials, and their EPR spectra were studied. The singlecrystals were oriented by an x-ray device in the Institute of
Physics Problems of the Academy of Science of the USSR.
The accuracy in determining the crystal axes was not worse
than 3' 2 to 3'.
The experiments were carried out on a vibrating-specimen magnetometer9built on the Institute for Physics Problems, in the magnetic field range from 0 to 60 kOe at temperatures 1.7 < T < 60 K, and on a magnetometer built at the
International Laboratory for High Magnetic Fields and Low
Temperatures (Wroclaw, Poland), in the field range from 0
to 180 kOe at T = 4.2 K.

cgs-mol-' and &(H) = M,+ with M,* = (2.4 + 0 . 3 ) lo4
~
cgs-mol-'. A linear dependence &(H ) =x *His observed
for the Hll[OOl] orientation, wherex * = (1.5 + 0 . 2 ) ~
cgs-mol- '.The dependences of the magnetic moment on the
applied field are shown in Fig. 1 for HoVO, for H oriented
along the [I001 binary axis-curve 1, along the [I101 binary
axis--curve 2 and along the [001] tetragonal axis-curve 3
at T = 4.2 K and in magnetic fields up to 65 kOe. It can be
seen that in weak fields, H < 15 kOe, the M(H) dependences
for HJ1[100]and HII[110] are the same as in TmPO,, reprewhere
sented by the expression M(H)= x H
x = (0.42 0.2) cgs-mol-'. A difference appears for fields
H > 15 kOe between the M(H)dependences for HI1[110] and
HI1[I001 and the variations become non-linear. It can also be
seen from Fig. 1 that the difference between the M(H)dependences in high fields for these two orientation is not as
appreciable as for TmPO,. The non-linear M(H)dependences for H > 15 kOe for HII[110] differ appreciably for
TmPO, and HoVO,. An inflection occurs in the M(H)dependence for TmPO,, i.e., the magnetic moment increases
faster than linearly with field in fields 15 < H < 30 kOe, while
for H > 30 kOe the usual saturation is realized. No inflection
is observed in the M(H) dependence for HoVO, and saturation occurs over the whole field range.
On increasing the magnetic field to H >40 kOe, the
non-linear M(H)dependences for HoVO, for HII[110] and
H[J[100] tend to saturation with A ( H )=M,, where

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

We showed in Fig. 1 of the earlier publications7the field
dependences of the magnetic moment for TmPO, with H
oriented along the [I001 binary axis--curve 1, the [I101 binary
measured
axis- curve
at T =2,4.2
andKthe
in magnetic
[001] tetragonal
fields up
axis--curve
to 120 kOe.
3,

M.IO:

Subsequently the M(H) dependences for H11[100] and
Hill1 101were obtained at T = 4.2 K in magnetic fields varying up to 180 kOe at the International Laboratory in Wroclaw. It could be seen that the M(H) dependences coincide
for the H11[100] and Hll[llO] orientations in fields up to 15
kOe and can be described by the expression M(H) = xH,
whrex = (0.4 0.02) cgs-mol-'. An appreciable difference
arises between M(H) for these two field directions for fields
H > 15 kOe and these dependences become nonlinear. On
increasing the magnetic field to 180kOe the nonlinear A ( H)
dependences for both orientations tend to saturate respectively like M(H)= Mo with Mo = (3.4 0.3)X lo4
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FIG. 1. Magnetic field dependence of magnetic moment for HoVO, for
various orientationsof H.
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FIG. 2. Magnetic field dependence of magnetic moment for TmPO, (a,b,c)
and HoVO, (d,e,t)for various orientations of H (1-H11[100], 2HIJ[110],3-H11[001]) and for various temperatures:a,d) T = 4.2 K; b,e)
T = 12K,c,f)T= 19K.
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dent. For HoVO, at temperatures of the order of 14 K, an
increase i n x * occurs. On inceasing the temperature further
to T > 40 K, a reduction in x * is observed for HoVO,.
DISCUSSIONOF THE RESULTS

The experimental studies have revealed anomalous
field dependences of the magnetic moment of TmPO, for
HII(1101. It is natural to seek an explanation for them as the
effect of correlation of Jahn-Teller local distortions, the existence of which was demonstrated in studies of the acoustic
properties of this c r y ~ t a lA
. ~theoretical interpretation of the
features of the properties of a virtual TmPO, elastomer can
be carried out within the framework of the microscopic theory of a cooperative Jahn-Teller effect.
The elementary cell in the tetragonal zircon-structure
TmPO, crystal contains two equivalent Jahn-Teller ions.
The group of lowest electronic states of the Tm3+ ion, characterized by D,, local symmetry, is well separated from
higher lying excited states and consists of the ground and
excited singlet states, between which, approximately in the
middle (weneglect the small shift from the central position),
lies a doublet state. The Hamiltonian of the crystal placed in
an external magnetic field perpendicular to the tetragonal
axis can be written in the form'.'0."
FIG. 3. Variations in magnetic susceptibilitymeasured in weak magnetic
fields for various orientaion of H for TmPO, (a)and HoVO, (b).

Mo = (2.3 f0.4) 10, cgs-mol-' and d ( H )= MO+, where
M ,* = (2.1 f0.4) 10, cgs-mol- respectively.
The dependences of magnetic moment d on applied
field H are shown in Fig. 2 for TmPO, and HoVO, for various orientations of H relative to the crystal axes and for
various temperatures. It can be seen from Fig. 2 (curves 2)
that the inflection in the nonlinear d ( H )dependences for
TmPO, for the HII[110] orientation becomes less marked
with increasing temperature. The difference between the
d ( H) dependences for HI([110]and HI1[I001 then become
less. It can also be seen from Fig. 2 (curves 3) that for H
oriented along the [001] axis, an increase in magnetic moment d is observed starting at temperatures T=: 14 K, in
contrast to TmPO, where d is practically independent of
temperature for this orientation of H.
The temperature dependences of the magnetic susceptibility~
in weak fieldsH < 15 kOe are shown in Fig. 3, a, b, for
the orientations HI1[100]--curve 1 and HI1[001]--curve 2
for TmPO, and HoVO, respectively, obtained by analyzing
the dependences of Fig. 2 for different temperatures. It can
be seen that the nature of the temperature dependence of the
susceptibility of TmPO, changes at temperatures in the region of 18 K and of HoVO, at temperatures in the region of
14 K. For both HoVO, and TmPO, at low temperatures
T < 6 K, the susceptibilityx for H11[100] is independent of
temperatures in weak fields, which is characteristic of a Van
Vleck paramagnet. On raising the temperature, a temperature dependence of susceptibility arises which for sufficiently high temperatures, T > 30 K, can be described by the law
x ( T ) 1/T. As has already been pointed out, the susceptibility x * of TmPO, for H11[001] is weakly temperature depen-
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When writing the Hamiltonian (Eq.(1))it is considered that
both sublattices of the cryst~lalso remain equivalent on
switching on the field, so that H can be regarded as the result
of summing over the sublattices. The first two terms of the
Hamiltonian represent the elastic energy of the crystal deformed in the magnetic field and the normal modes. The next
two terms describe electron-deformation and electronphonon interactions with modes of B,, symmetry. The term
proportional to E corresponds to the splitting of the energy
levels of the Tm3+ ions in the absence of a magnetic field.
Finally, the last term represents the Zeeman interaction with
the coordinate system rotated 45" around the [001] axis relative to the crystallographic axes, i.e., X 11 [110]. The electron
operator matrices in Eq. (1) can be written for the chosen
basis of four electronic states in the form'

It is convenient to subject the Hamiltonian to a canonical
displacement transformation that eliminates terms linear in
phonons and generates the inter-center interaction.
The
loffe etal.
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transformed Hamiltonian of the electron subsystem, neglecting dynamic electron-phonon interaction, can be written
in the form

where the first two terms describe the inter-center correlations, y is the factor of the vibronic reduction in the splitting
E and is little different from unity in the case of weak electron-vibration interaction. We note that the Zeeman interaction is not reduced by the vibronic interaction and this important fact will be discussed in more detail below.
In the molecular-field approximation the energy levels
are described by the following equation:

In Eq. (4),A is the molecular field constant. We first consider
the magnetic field oriented along the [llOJ axis
(H, #O,Hy = 0), along which the anomalous field dependence of the magnetic moment is observed experimentally.
Since one of the equations contained in (4) is, as previously
(asfor Hy#O) a third-order equation, we shall find the energy levels approximately, on the assumption that AZZ@HX
(we consider below in more detail the criterion for this approximation):

By using Eq. (5), it is not difficult to obtain for the 3, to
which the magnetic moment M, is proportional
(hx =gSH,)
2hx
1
Aa, hxZ-e'y2
s*=
(h;+e2y2) ','
kT h,'+e'yL
(hZ2+eZy2)
2A6,e2y' ch (hX'+e'yZ)
(h,'+e'yL) "
kl'

iexp (-

'I*

+

I,2

Equation (6) determines the behavior of the magnetic moment M, 11[110] for all magnetic fields and temperatures.
The results of a numerical calculation camed out according
41 1
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to this equation indicate the existence of an inflection in the
J ( H )curve at H11[100]. The calculated field dependence of
the effective spin S,(H)at T = 4.2 K and HII[110] is shown
by the points in Fig. 4 (curve 2).The dependence of magnetic
moment on S is given by the expression J ( H ) = gpS (H).
The numerical calculations were carried out using the following parameters: ~y = 30 cm, g = 10. By varying the parameter A of the inter-center correlation, it was shown that
the best agreement with experiment was obtained for A = 20
cm-'; we may note that this value of A agrees with that
determined4 from ultrasonic measurements. The parameters
E and g can be found from the values of the saturation magnetic moment M, and the magnetic susceptibility x at low
temperatures and as H a . The values found agree with
those determined from independent experiments. It must be
pointed out that the actual cell of a TmPO, crystal contains
two equivalent Tm3+ ions, a fact taken into account in the
present model by doubling the value of theg-factor. The field
variation of the energy levels of Tm3+calculatedfrom Eq. (5)
at T = 10 K is shown in Fig. 5.
To demonstrate more clearly the role of intercenter
Jahn-Teller interaction in bringing about such a magneticmoment behavior, we look at Eq. (6)at T = 0. The value of
S, is then determined by the expression

It can be seen from Eq.(9)that for A = 0 the magnetic moment saturates in the usual way without an inflection. HQWever, for A # O there is an inflection. It is the result of the
combination of two types of magnetic nonlinearity. One of
them is connected with the noncommutation of the operators of the Zeeman interaction and the crystal field, leading
to splitting of the &-levelsof Tm3+. The other nonlinearity is
produced by correlations of different centers and the mechanism of its action is as follows. The magnetic field H, which
induces a magnetic moment at a crystal site, produces simultaneously a local deformation. However, since the local deformations of Jahn-Teller centers are correlated and influence the magnetic moment, an effective amplification of the
magnetic moment arises. From the quantum mechanical
point of view the mutual amplification of the magnetic moment and of the deformation is a consequence of commutativeness of the operators of the Zeeman interaction and the
Jahn-Teller molecular field ( [S, ,az] = 0) and is evidently a
general property of systems for which the relations given are
satisfied. As a result of this effect the magnetic moment increases faster than linearly with field for not very high magnetic fields, when the correlation nonlinearity mechanism
predominates, and the additional term is proportional to H :
as can be seen from Eq.(9).The first nonlinear mechanism is
dominant in high magnetic fields and leads to saturation.
As the correlation effects become weaker with increasing temperature, the contribution of the nonlinearity produced by them is reduced, which is in agreement with experiment. It is easy to see this directly from Eqn. (6)by writing it
for the case of sufficiently high temperatures, when
AZz (kT, in the form
loffe et ab
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FIG. 4. Calculated variations of effective spin S for TmPO, for various orientations of H: S,,(H )-curve 1 for H11[100], S,(H )-curve 2 for
Hll[llOl.

ity is proportional to ii,, which also causes the corresponding temperature dependence. The field dependences of magnetic moment are shown in Fig. 2 for various temperatures.
Comparison of the experimental (Fig. 3) and theoretical dependences of the magnetic susceptibility, described by the
expression
I

OZ=

u'

2h,2
(h.2+eZyz)
{- h,Z+eZyZ
(ch
kT
showed good agreement.
We shall discuss the accuracy of the approximation
AFz <h,,~y used in finding the energy levels of the Tm3+ ion.
It is evidently most difficult to have this inequality satisfied
at T = 0. In this case the corresponding criterion of the form
Ah,"/(h$+e2y2)eh,, cy.

As follows from Eq. (lo),the contribution of this nonlinear-

(13)

In the weak field region, where h, e y , the inequality (13)is
clearly satisfied, since
Ahx<ez.

(14)

In the strong field region, where h,>~y, the inequality (13)
can be expressed in the form
(15)
(16)

AKey.

The first of these inequalities is easily satisfied. However, the
parameters A and c y can satisfy (and this is realized in
TmPO,) a weaker inequality A < ~ ywhich
,
is in fact the condition for the impossibility of achieving a structural phase
transition. Finally, in the region of intermediate fields, the
criterion ( 13)takes the form
A<2ey,
while only the condition
A<ey
FIG. 5. Magnetic fielddependenceof electronic energy levels ofthe Tm3+
ion, for HII[110]; e = 30 cm-', A = 20 cm-'.
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is reliably realized. For high (h,>~y)and intermediate
(h, - ~ y )fields the criterion of Eq. (13)is thus not very well
loffe etal.
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satisfied. However, it should be borne in mind that the maximum fields (H, 120 kOe) used in the experiments correspond to only the intermediate region H, -&y. In this region, taking the obtained value A = 20 cm-', we have A /
b y = 1/3. Finally, it must be realized that the experiments
were carried out at finite temperatures for which the conditions for the validity of the approximation used are not as
stringent as (13).The accuracy of the approximation can be
ultimately estimated after a numerical solution of the cubic
equation in (4),and from the analysis it can be assumed that
the error produced by using the approximation is not above
15 to 20%.
It follows from everything said above that the existence
of an inflection in the field dependence of d ( H) is a characteristic of crystals of the TmPO, type, for which the param. local Jahn-Teller
eter A is comparable with ~ yA,5 ~ yThe
distortion correlation parameter, which is very important
for these systems, can be found by determining the magnitude of the field corresponding to the inflection, from magnetic measurements. An analytic dependence of A on the
magnetic field h Iat the inflection of the d ( H) curve can be
obtained for T = 0:

-

It is not difficult to verify that we can find A =: 20 cm- ' for
The dependence7of y on H gives, in
TmPO, by using the h I.
general, a contribution to the field dependence of magnetic
moment, but the good agreement with experiment of the
model in which this is not taken into account indicates that
this effect is small. We shall now consider the behavior of the
magnetic moment of a TmPO, crystal when the magnetic
field is oriented along the [I001 axis. For this
Hx = Hy = ~ ~ n m ubessubstituted
t
into the original Hamiltonian (Eq. (I)].Equation (4),which describes the energy
levels of the Tm3+ ion in the molecular field approximation,
takes the form (h, =

a)

The solution of this biquadratic equation is described by the
expressions

The value of ZZcan be found by using Eq. (21).Analysis of
the comesponding expression shows that in the absence of a
structural phase transition in a zero magnetic field, as a result of the relation between the parameters A < EY, deformation of a crystal ofB,, symmetry does not arise (moreover, a
field having the orientation considered only reduces the deformation, if it exists). We must therefore put CZ= 0 in Eq.
(21).Allowing for this, we obtain for the value of Sxy,which
determines the magnetic moment for HI1 [100],
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~heT,, (H,,)dependences are shown graphically in Fig. 4. In
agreement with experiment, there is no inflection on these
curves and the usual saturation occurs in high magnetic
fields. This result is fully understandable within the framework of the considerations given above, since a magnetic
field in this orientation, as pointed out, does not produce a
B,-symmetry deformation, so that the nonlinear correlation mechanism is switched off. This is easy to see by using
the expression for Sxyat T = 0, which takes the form

It follows that in the region of small fields, where h<&y,

which corresponds to the usual d ( H )behavior for saturation. One more result which clarifies the experiments can
easily be obtained from Eq. (25).From the measurements it
follows that the value of the saturation magnetic moment for
HI1[I001 is appreciably smaller than the corresponding moment for H11[110]. In fact, it follows from Eq. (25) that
~,,+l/fi as for hO+oo, whileSx+l.
- The ratio Sx/Sw = flis in good agreement with experiment.
The analysis shows that the anomalies found in the
magnetic properties of TmPO, are satisfactorily explained
by taking account of the correlation of local Jahn-Teller distortions. There are grounds for supposing that the features of
the behavior of HoVO, in a magnetic field (Fig. 1) are also
produced by this effect. However, the difference between the
electronic spectra of Ho3+ in HoVO, and of Tm3+ in
TmPO, make direct application of the results given above
impossible, so that this case requires separate consideration.
In the present work an anomalous field dependence of
the magnetic moment of TmPO, has thus been found, characterized by the existence of an inflection in t h e d ( H ) curve.
A model has been constructed, based on a cooperative JahnTeller effect, which connects the existence of this anomaly
with the correlation of local Jahn-Teller distortions at differ, g-factor, and the
ent centers. The crystal splitting ~ y the
correlation parameter A have been determined as a result of
the investigations carried out.
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